AN ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY SUPPLY CHAIN TO SUPPORT YOUR GREEN STRATEGY.

Our DHL Global Forwarding solutions provide a reliable way of accounting for and managing your supply chain CO₂ emissions, with best-in-class carbon reporting and all-inclusive carbon offsetting services.

New sustainability regulations are being implemented in countries around the world. It’s a trend that’s putting businesses under increasing scrutiny as they’re expected to manage, account for and reduce CO₂ emissions associated with their supply chains. A range of different CO₂ calculations are currently used to measure carbon output, but finding one that’s right for your company can be complicated.

With the transport sector accountable for 14% of global greenhouse gas emissions, DHL recognises its responsibility in tackling climate change. That’s why we have worked hard to become the first logistics provider with a quantified carbon efficiency target: to improve carbon efficiency by 30% by 2020 and, as a first step, to improve efficiency by 10% by 2012.

Our investment and experience in CO₂ accounting means we can offer you a range of green services to support your sustainability agenda.
OUR GOGREEN SOLUTIONS

Carbon Reporting

• DHL Global Forwarding has developed a carbon reporting methodology with precision and reliability in mind. Over a number of years, our experience in carbon reporting has provided us with the expertise to produce accurate CO2 calculations for our customers.

• By considering each individual shipment, actual operational data (mode, fleet, age, trade lane, weight/volume, actual distance travelled) and credible sources for emission factors, we are able to give you a best-in-class CO2 calculation.


• We will create a carbon report that provides you with the confidence to design your own carbon reduction strategy.

Carbon Offsetting

• Some CO2 emissions are unavoidable – even with fully optimized supply chains.

• Offsetting offers the opportunity to compensate for CO2 emissions associated with one activity, by investing in carbon credits available from projects which verifiably reduce CO2 emissions.

• This means that CO2 emissions generated in one part of the world can be offset against carbon reductions in another.

Customer Benefits

Best-in-class reporting

• Reliable and easy-to-understand CO2 reports, helping you develop your corporate climate change strategy.

• A clear and transparent understanding of emissions associated with your DHL shipments.

• Confidence in figures derived from internationally recognised, public standard carbon measurement tools.

• Providing environmental credentials for use in corporate sustainability reports, potentially aiding investor relations.

• An auditable baseline for your carbon offsetting objectives.

• A DHL-managed process of carbon data collection and formatting.

Keeping things in balance

• Fully certified offsetting of carbon emissions from DHL shipments, including annual certificates for public use.

• Authorized third-party verification (SGS) of offset emissions.

• A mechanism (through offsetting projects) for investment in clean technology in those areas which lack it the most.

• High standard carbon offsetting allowing you to effectively make your supply chain carbon neutral.

• Opportunities to harness the GoGreen banner and enter new green markets.

Contact details

Contact our DHL GoGreen team at GoGreen.Sales-DGFF@dhl.com to request a report.